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Spiritual warfare is real, and we are all involved whether we like it or not.The Bible plainly tells us

that Satan schemes against humanity and that he wants to devour us. Daily we struggle against

Satan's strategies andÂ  desire to take over Godâ€™s kingdom. This battle will not go away, and

ignoring it could be disastrous.But don't be afraid. The victory is already won by Christ. No enemy is

powerful enough to overcome the risen savior. In these pages, Mark Bubeck exposes the reality of

the conflict and the hope believers have. He answers such questions as:What is Satan's strategy in

spiritual warfare? Can a Christian be oppressed by demons? Can demonic affliction be passed

down through family lines? What are the symptoms of demonic activity in a person's life? Having

sold more than 350,000 copies worldwide, this bestseller will help the reader triumph in the battle

against demonic activity by relying on the almighty and powerful Son of God.
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This book is not about sensationalism and "demon" stories. In fact, the author strongly warns

against such harmful interest in the occult. The Adversary is a totally Biblically-based study on "the

world, the flesh and the devil" as revealed in Scripture. It focuses on the balance Christians should

have between having an awareness of Satan and his schemes, while not giving him any glory by

focusing more on him and his power than on his total defeat on the Cross. This is an excellent book

regarding the authority of the believer. Christians need to know what the Bible says regarding this

Enemy, so that we will not give place to him in any way. Praise the Lord for the victory He has



already won!

Mark Bubeck writes with depth and clarity about the Adverary and his cohorts. He clearly speaks

both from experience and as one who knows that he is the property of Jesus Christ. I have

personally struggled with the challenges Dr. Bubeck describes and know of the great difficulty to

free oneself from this oppression. The Bible clearly states that Satan is the ruler of this world, that

believers will be oppressed and that in Christ we have victory. While it is understandable that

non-believers sneer at these ideas for those who are of the flock of The Lord to deny this basic truth

is at best puzzling. Can Paul be any clearer, "... we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against

principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual

wickedness ..."?The prayers and guidance that Dr. Bubeck provides in this book can truly change

your life and the lives of those for whom you pray intercessory prayers. I cannot recommend this

book highly enough.For this cause I bow my knees unto the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, Of

whom the whole family in heaven and earth is named, That he would grant you, according to the

riches of his glory, to be strengthened with might by his Spirit in the inner man; That Christ may

dwell in your hearts by faith; that ye, being rooted and grounded in love, May be able to

comprehend with all saints what is the breadth, and length, and depth, and height; And to know the

love of Christ, which passes knowledge, that ye might be filled with all the fullness of God.

If there was one quick book you wanted to read on the subject of Spiritual Warfare, this would be it.

It is to the point on most issues and easy to read. There are several great examples of types of

warfare prayers and lists of what to look for as far as spiritual oppression. All in all a must for

anyone who feels led to this ministry.

Mark Bubeck's book, The Adversary, is an insightful and practical book which purposes to both

open readers' eyes to the spiritual battle before them and to equip them with the tools necessary to

claim victory over the adversarial kingdom of Satan. Throughout the book, Bubeck provides a

portrait of Satan, a fundamental education on spiritual warfare, and proven strategic tactics for

overcoming the enemy. The content thereof provides all Christians, whether laity or clergy, with the

information needed to succeed in their ministries and encounters with the powers of darkness.In the

first chapter of his book, Bubeck outlines the adversary as "three unique enemies which seek to

defeat the spiritual life of believers...the world, the flesh, and the devil." Because the enemy is at war

against God, due to being cast out of the heavenly realm, new believers become marked targets as



a result of their new relationship with Him. This is precisely the rationale for Satan's enmity against

us and, therefore, the need for us to sharpen our offensive / defensive tactics.In subsequent

chapters, Bubeck outlines the enemy, his kingdom, and their evil tactics in greater detail. Along the

way, readers are also provided with recommendations and tools required to confront Satan boldly

and victoriously. With the fabric of society being quickly torn apart, tensions rising across the globe,

and the increase in natural disaster, it is clear to Bubeck and readers that the end is near and that

Christ will soon return. As such, the author reminds us that "this means that united believers are

going to have to become more proficient in their usage of their weapons of warfare." Satan knows

his time is soon finished. Consequently, he will continue ramping up the frequency and intensity of

attacks against believers in attempt to drive a wedge between them and their God.Based upon the

broad base of spiritual warfare knowledge and proven practical tools to equip readers for success,

this book should be read and studied by all Christians. There is no better time than now to equip

yourself for battle. The victory has already been won and this book will help you boldly claim that

victory over Satan.Visit:[...] for devotionals, book reviews, sermons, and more!
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